As more resources are added to computer networks, and as more vendors look to the World Wide Web as a viable marketplace, the importance of being able to restrict access and to insure some kind of acceptable behavior even in the presence of malicious intruders becomes paramount. People have looked to cryptography to help solve many of these problems. However, cryptography itself is only a tool. The security of a system depends not only on the cryptosystem being used, but also on how it is used. Typically, researchers have proposed the use of security protocols to provide these security guarantees. These protocols consist of a sequence of messages, many with encrypted parts. In this paper, we develop a way of verifying these protocols using model checking. Model checking has proven to be a very useful technique for verifying hardware designs. By modelling circuits as nite-state machines, and examining all possible execution traces, model checking has found a number of errors in real world designs. Like hardware designs, security protocols are very subtle, and can also have bugs which are di cult to nd. By examining all possible execution traces of a security protocol in the presence of a malicious intruder with well de ned capabilities, we can determine if a protocol does indeed enforce its security guarantees. If not, we can provide a sample trace of an attack on the protocol.
Introduction
Security for early computers was provided by their physical isolation. Unauthorized access to these machines was prevented by restricting physical access. The importance of sharing computing resources led to systems where users had to authenticate themselves, usually by providing a name/password pair. This was su cient if the user needed to be physically at the console or was connected to the machine across a secure link. However, the e ciency to be gained by sharing data and computing resources has led to computer networks, in which the communication channels cannot always be trusted. In this case, authentication information such as the name/password pairs could be intercepted and even replayed to gain unauthorized access. When such networks were local to a certain user community and isolated from the rest of the world, many were willing take this risk and to place their trust in the community. However, in order to be able to share information with those outside the community, this isolation would have to be removed. The bene ts to be had by such sharing have been enormous, and the gains are demonstrated by the growth of such entities as the Internet and the World Wide Web. Now, very few, if any guarantees can be made about the communication links. Numerous protocols that take advantage of cryptography have been proposed that claim to solve many of the security issues. The correctness of these protocols is paramount, especially when we consider the size of the networks involved and the desire of users to place con dential information and to allow for monetary transactions to take place across these networks.
Typically, these protocols can be thought of as a set of principals which send messages to each other. The hope is that by requiring agents to produce a sequence of messages, the security goals of the protocol can be achieved. For example, if a principal A receives a message encrypted with a key known only by principals A and B, then principal A should be able to conclude that the message originated from principal B. However, it would be incorrect to conclude that principal A is talking to principal B. An adversary could be replaying a message overheard during a pervious conversation between A and B. So, depending on the security goal of this simple example protocol, the protocol may or may not be secure. Because the reasoning behind the correctness of these protocols can be subtle, a number of researchers have turned to formal methods to prove protocols correct.
In order to concentrate on the security of the protocol itself as opposed to the the security of the cryptosystem used, the vast majority of research in this area has made the following \perfect encryption" assumptions.
The decryption key must be known in order to extract the plaintext from the cyphertext. There is enough redundancy in the cryptosystem that a cyphertext can only be generated using encryption with the appropriate key. This also implies that there are no encryption collisions. If two cyphertexts are equal, they must have been generated from the same plaintext using the same key. While the assumptions are obviously not true, they are, in practice, reasonable. They are important because they allow us to abstract away the cryptosystem and analyze the protocol itself. In particular, if there is an attack on this abstracted protocol, then the same attack exists when a real cryptosystem is used.
Related Work
Because these protocols tended to be short and not terribly complicated, informal arguments were used to prove their correctness. However, when running in parallel, the behavior of these protocols is more di cult to analyze. Asynchronous composition is already di cult to reason about, and adding issues of who knows what and when makes reasoning about security protocols extremely di cult. One recent approach taken by Bellare and Rogaway and by Shoup and Rubin, is to try to provide a rigorous mathematical proof of the correctness of a protocol 3, 21] . They use properties of pseudo-random functions and mathematical arguments to prove that an adversary does not have a statistical advantage when trying to discover a key in a session key distribution protocol.
One of the earliest successful attempts at formally reasoning about security protocols involved developing a new logic in which one could express and deduce security properties. The earliest such logic is commonly referred to as the BAN logic and is due to Burrows, Abadi, and Needham 6] . Their syntax provided constructs for expressing intuitive properties like \A said X," \A believes X," \K is a good key," and \S is an authority on X." They also provide a set of proof rules which can then be used to try to deduce security properties like \A and B believe K is a good key" from a list of explicit assumptions made about the protocol. This formalism was successful in uncovering implicit assumptions that had been made and weaknesses in a number of protocols. However, this logic has been criticized for the \protocol idealization" step required when using this formalism. Protocols in the literature are typically given as a sequence of messages. Use of the BAN logic requires that the user transform each message in the protocol into formulas about that message, so that the inferences can be made within the logic. For example, if the server sends a message containing the key K ab , then that step might need to be converted into a step where the server sends a message containing A K ab $ B, meaning that the key K ab is a good key for communication between A and B.
An attempt to give this logic a rigorous semantics was made by Abadi and Tuttle 2] and other attempts to improve or expand the logic can be found in 22]. The BAN logic remains popular because of its simplicity and high level of abstraction.
Recent work in the use of modal logics for verifying security protocols includes the development of a logic that can express accountability 13]. Kailar convincingly argues that in applications such as electronic commerce, it is accountability and not belief that is important. Like their counterparts in the paper world, one would like people to be held accountable for their electronic transactions. This means that it is not enough for the individual participants to believe that a transaction is taking place. They must be able to prove to a third party that a transaction is taking place. Kailar provides a syntax which allows such properties to be expressed and a set of proof rules for verifying them. Similar to the BAN logic, Kailar's accountability logic is at a very high level of abstraction. Still, Kailar is able to use it to analyze four protocols and to nd a lack of accountability in a variant of one of CMU's Internet Billing Server Protocols.
An orthogonal line of research revolves around trying to automate the process of veri cation when using these logics. Craigen and Saaltink attempt this by embedding the BAN logic in EVES 7] . The automation resulting from this experiment was not satisfactory. By building a forward-chaining mechanism and changing some of the rules, they were able to build a system that would try to develop the entire theory of a set of axioms ( nd the closure of a set of formulas under the derivation rules). Kindred and Wing went further by proposing a theory-checker generator 14]. They provide a formal and well de ned framework with assurances about correctness and termination. In addition, their system generates theory checkers for a variety of logics including BAN, AUTLOG, and Kailar's accountability logic.
The third technique can be placed in the general category of model checking. The common approach here is to model the protocol by de ning a set of states and a set of transitions that takes into account an intruder, the messages communicated back and forth, and the information known by each of the principals. This state space can then be traversed to check if some particular state can be reached or if some state trace can be generated. The rst attempt at such a formalism is due to Dolev and Yao 8] . They develop an algorithm for determining whether or not a protocol is secure in their model. However, their model is extremely limited. They only consider secrecy issues, and they model only encryption, decryption, and adding, checking, or deleting a principal name.
Meadows used an extension of the Dolev-Yao model in her PROLOG based model checker 17]. In her system, the user models a protocol as a set of rules that describe how an intruder generates knowledge. These rules model both how the intruder can generate knowledge on its own by applying encryption and decryption, and how the intruder can generate new knowledge by receiving responses to messages it sends to the principals participating in the protocol. In addition, the user speci es rewrite rules that indicate how words are reduced. Typically, there are three rules used to capture the notion of equality and the fact that encryption and decryption are inverse functions. These rules are:
To perform the veri cation, the user supplies a description of an insecure state. The model checker then searches backwards in an attempt to nd an initial state. This is accomplished naturally in PROLOG by attempting to unify the current state against the right hand side of a rule and thus deducing from the left hand side what the state description for the previous state must be. If the initial state is found, then the system is insecure, otherwise an attempt is made to prove that the insecure state is unreachable by showing that any state that leads to this particular state is also unreachable. This kind of search often leads to an in nite trace where in order for the intruder to learn word A, it must learn word B, and in order to learn word B, it must learn word C, and so on. For this reason a facility for formal languages is included which allows the user to prove that no word in a set of words (or language) can be generated by the intruder. The technique involves the following steps:
Show that the word in question is in the language. Show that knowledge of any word in the language requires previous knowledge of another word in the language. Show that the initial state does not contain any word in the language. This initial model checker was still too limited. In particular, it did not allow the modeling of freshly generated nonces or session keys. The model checker evolved into the NRL Protocol Analyzer 18] which allowed for these operations. In addition the model changed to include the states of the participants as well as the state of the intruder while still maintaining the old paradigm of unifying against the right hand sides of transition rules in order to generate predecessor states. However, if anything, the model has become more complex, and it still su ers from the most important weaknesses of the original system. There is no systematic way of converting a protocol description into a set of transition rules for the NRL Analyzer. The model checker also relies heavily on the user during the veri cation much in the same way a theorem prover relies on the user to guide it during the search for a proof. Finally, the algorithms used in the NRL Analyzer are not guaranteed to terminate, and so a limit is placed on the number of recursive calls allowed for some of the model checking routines.
Woo and Lam propose a much more intuitive model for authentication protocols 23] . Their model resembles sequential programming with each participating principal being modelled independently. There is an easy and obvious translation from the common description of a protocol as a set of messages to their model. Their models are also more intuitive because they consider all possible execution traces instead of considering just the set of words obtainable by the intruder. They are concerned with checking for what they call secrecy and correspondence properties. The secrecy property is expressed as a set of words (usually keys) that the intruder is not allowed to obtain. The correspondence properties can express things of the form if principal A nishes a protocol run with principal B, then principal B must have started (participated in) the protocol run with A. However, they do not provide a general logic in which to formalize security properties, nor do they provide an automated tool. Instead they present a set of inference rules with which you can prove correspondence assertions about a model 24]. In addition, the description of their model, while intuitive, is not very precise or formal.
Bolignano presents a model that is almost a middle point between these last two 4]. Like Meadows, Bolignano emphasizes the algebraic properties of the intruder when trying to derive words. The state of the intruder then is the set of words it can generate, while the state of the participants is determined by the values of the variables that correspond to the protocol and their program counters. A number of rules to reason about what information is contained in what messages are provided which can then be used to prove properties about a protocol. In the example given, all properties, including authentication, are given in terms of an invariant that must be proven. Because the invariant must be proven to hold for all protocol steps, this can become unwieldy very quickly.
Other recent work in this area has involved trying to use generic veri cation tools to verify security protocols. In 16], Lowe uses the FDR model checker for CSP 12] to analyze the Needham-Schroeder Public-Key Authentication Protocol 19] . Lowe succeeded in nding a previously unpublished error in the protocol. The fact that he was able to use a generic model checker is promising as well. Unfortunately, the CSP model for the protocol is far from straightforward. In addition, the model is parameterized by the nonces used by the participants. This means that it only models a single run of the protocol. In order to prove the general protocol correct he must prove a theorem that states that the general protocol is insecure only if this restricted version is insecure.
Leduc and others recently used the LOTOS language 5] and the Eucalyptus tool-box 9] to analyze the Equicrypt protocol 15]. What makes this an interesting case study is the fact that the Equicrypt protocol is a real system currently under design for use in controlling access to multimedia services broadcast on a public channel. They were able to nd a couple of security aws in this proposed system using these generic tools.
Gray and McLean propose encoding the entire protocol in terms of temporal logic 10]. Much like symbolic model checking, they describe the model by giving formulas that express the possible relationships between variable values in the current state and variable values in the next state. This makes their framework more formal than the others, but much more cumbersome as well. They provide a simple example and prove a global invariant for this example. The few subcases they consider are very straightforward but their technique demands very long proofs even for the extremely simple example they present. They argue that their technique could be automated but provide no tool for their system.
Abadi and Gordon propose the spi calculus, an extension of the pi calculus with cryptographic primitives, as another model for describing and analyzing cryptographic protocols 1]. The spi calculus models communicating processes in a way that is very similar to CSP and CCS. The spi calculus provides constructs for output on a channel, input on a channel, restriction, composition, testing for equality, pairs and projections, encryption, decryption and for branching on equality to zero. What sets the spi calculus (and the pi calculus) apart from other calculi is the dynamic nature of the scope of restriction. The restriction operator can be thought of as creating a new name to which only processes within the scope of the restriction operator can refer. However, one of these processes could output this new name outside the scope of the restriction operator allowing another process to refer to it. In the pi calculus, these new names can be thought of as private channels. In the spi calculus, the restriction operator is used to model nonces and keys. So far, protocol models have been veri ed by comparing to a slightly altered model that is \obviously" correct, and is, therefore, at the same level of abstraction as the protocol model.
A more concrete and complete model is presented by Heintze and Tygar 11]. They view protocols as a set of agents modeled as non-deterministic nite state machines. The actions of a principal who must follow the protocol depend on the local state of that principal and so are in some sense restricted. The actions of adversaries are not restricted by the protocol and hence they are allowed to perform any actions consistent with their current knowledge. (In other words, they cannot send messages that they cannot generate from their current knowledge). Their model also includes a notion of belief, which along with the sequence of sends and receives, de nes the local state of a principal. Security is then split into secret-security and time-security. A model is secret-secure if all beliefs are universally valid. In particular if any principal ever believes that a message M is only shared among the principals in S, then it is always the case that if A knows M then A 2 S. A model is time-secure if all beliefs eventually expire. In other words, if b is a belief held by a principal A at event e then there is an event e 0 such that b is not held at any event following e 0 . The authors go on to prove that the questions \Is P secret-secure?" and \Is P time-secure?" are undecidable. While this model does a good job of capturing what one means by \security," the model seems too complex to be used in practice.
Intuition
We also propose a model checking scheme for the veri cation of security protocols and we make use of the same \perfect encryption" assumptions. We propose a very intuitive model which captures the basic idea of message generation and communication. Unlike other systems, where the protocol must be encoded in CSP or in term rewrite rules, in our model, protocol de nitions are easily translated into a sequence of commands like send, receive, and newnonce. In fact, it seems clear that this translation could even be done automatically from the simple notation used to describe protocols in the literature as sequences of messages that occur during a run of the protocol.
Once we have a sequence of actions for each of the participants we take their asynchronous composition to get the full model of the protocol. There is one other unspeci ed participant which we call the intruder. The intruder models an untrusted communication medium as well as any malicious principals. When messages are sent they can always be intercepted by the intruder. The intruder is also allowed to send messages while impersonating a trusted principal. The intruder may even be selected as a participant in a protocol run.
In addition, the intruder will be allowed to compromise temporary secrets, such as session keys, which are generated during the run of the protocol and are not meant to be treated as permanent secrets. Care must be taken, however, because it is unreasonable to allow the intruder to compromise temporary session keys as soon as they are generated. In some sense, the participants should be allowed to make some use of the key before it is allowed to be compromised.
A run of the protocol will then consist of some interleaving of actions from the participants and the intruder. This particular run or trace can then be analyzed to determine if the security of the protocol was compromised. In particular we can check if the intruder ever learns a secret which is meant to be permanent or if some principal A believes it has completed a run with principal B, while principal B has not participated in the run. In general, a set of security requirements can be speci ed in some kind of logic and then the trace can be checked to see if any of these requirements are violated. However, to verify that a protocol is correct, all the possible runs must be checked.
We can think of a trace as an alternating sequence of global states and actions. The global state will consist of the local state of each participant together with some global information like the set of secret information, and which principals have participated in which protocol runs. Since each principal has a nite number of actions it can take at any point in time (typically just one), then the number of possible next states is nite. If we restrict ourselves to a su ciently large, but still nite number of runs, then the entire state space will be nite and we can do depth-rst search of the state space simply checking that no reachable state violates the security speci cation.
The Speci cation
There are two kinds of properties that we currently are interested in. The rst is a kind of secrecy property. We provide the model checker with a set of terms which the intruder is not allowed to obtain. During the veri cation, we simply check that the intruder does not have possession of any of the terms in this set. This is not as straightforward as it might seem because the information known to the intruder is typically in nite. For example, if the intruder knows a piece of data and a key, it can repeatedly encrypt this data to produce an in nite number of new terms.
The second property is a temporal property that Woo In order to check for this kind of property, we will augment the global state with counters. For each correspondence property X , ! Y we will maintain a separate counter which will keep track of the di erence between the number of Y events and X events. If this counter ever turns negative (i.e. there are more X events than Y events) then the correspondence property will be violated at that point (there will be no one-to-one mapping from X events to Y events). Conversely, as long as the counter never goes negative there is always a one-to-one mapping from X events to Y events.
Messages
Typically, the messages exchanged during the run of a protocol are built up using pairing and encryption from smaller submessages. The smallest such submessages (i.e. they contain no submessages themselves) are called atomic messages. There are four types of atomic messages.
Keys are used to encrypt messages. We make the \perfect encryption" assumption, which states that the only way to obtain the plaintext from an encrypted message is by using the appropriate decryption key. Keys have the property that every key k has an inverse k ?1 such that for all messages m, ffmg k g k ?1 = m. (Note that for symmetric cryptography the decryption key is the same as the encryption key, so k = k ?1 .)
Principal names are used to refer to the participants in a protocol. Nonces are randomly generated numbers. The intuition is that since they are randomly generated, any message containing a nonce can be assumed to have been generated after the nonce was generated. (It is not an \old" message.) Data which plays no role in how the protocol works but which is intended to be communicated between principals.
Let A denote the space of atomic messages. 6 The Model
We now de ne the model formally by describing how the overall global state and the individual principal local states are de ned as well as by describing how actions update the state. The model consists of the asynchronous composition of a set of named, communicating processes, each augmented with a local store in which to keep track of the current information it \knows", and with a set of bindings for the variables appearing in the process. Each principal involved in the protocol is modelled as one of these processes and is described by a sequence of actions it is to perform and by the initial state of its local store. The initial state of the bindings is assumed to be empty. One process, the intruder, is not completely speci ed. Only the initial state of its local store is given and it is allowed to perform any \realistic" actions. For example, the intruder is not allowed to decrypt messages with a key it does not possess and it is not allowed to send messages that it cannot create with the information in its local store. But it is allowed to receive and send messages arbitrarily, possibly intercepting messages intended for other principals or possibly impersonating a trusted principal.
More formally, each principal is modelled as a 4-tuple hN; p; I; Bi, where: N 2 names is the name of the principal.
p is a process (similar in style to CSP) given as a sequence of actions to be performed.
I M is a set of all messages known (which can be produced) by the principal. M is the set of all possible messages. Typically I will be in nite and in particular, it is closed under encryption, decryption, pairing (concatenation), and projection. For example, if m; k 2 I then fmg k 2 I. For some set of messages J, we will use J to denote the closure of J under these operations.
B : vars(p) ! I, where vars(p) is the set of variables appearing in the process p, is a set of bindings.
The global state is then maintained as the composition of the participating principals, along with the intruder process, a list of permanent secrets, a list of temporary secrets, and a set of counters indexed by the pairs of principals participating in protocol runs. More formally, the global state is a 5-tuple h ; C i ; C r ; S s ; S t i, where:
is the product of the the individual principals and the intruder process. This product is asynchronous, yielding an interleaving semantics, with the restriction that processes synchronize on messages. S s M is a set of messages that are are considered safe secrets. These are the set of words that the intruder is never allowed to know. This set remains constant and usually includes things like the private keys that principals use to communicate with a server.
S t M is a set of messages that are are considered temporary secrets. This is the set of new secrets generated during the run of the protocol. These are secrets which we assume the intruder may be able to discover by some outside means, but which the protocol should not reveal, such as session keys.
The speci c actions that a principal may perform can be divided into internal actions and communication actions. The internal actions are performed asynchronously. Any principal is allowed to perform an internal action and interleaving is used to model all possible behaviors when multiple principals can make a transition.
We de ne a transition relation ! between principals such that A ! B if and only if principal A can take an action and become a principal that behaves like B.
Communication actions consist of send and receive actions. Each receive action can potentially change the principal's local store, re ecting any new information it has \learned." Communication actions can only occur in pairs and both principals make a transition simultaneously. These communication actions are also interleaved with the possible actions of other automata.
In order for a communication action to take place, the message being sent must unify with the message Because we require that s-msg unify with r-msg, if there is already a pair (var, val) in B for some var appearing in r-msg, then the corresponding value in s-msg must be val. Thus the updates to B only add new bindings and never change previous bindings.
For the most part internal actions are used to create or discover new information. For example, newnonce is used to create a nonce. Nonces are globally distinct, and each newnonce action creates a nonce that has not appeared up to that point in the protocol. The new nonce is added to the principal's local store. Newsecret works similarly, except that this is supposed to model generating a new session key which can then be used to encrypt messages. If the action was a newsecret action, then S t is updated in the global state as well to S 0 t = S t val.
Additionally, the intruder is allowed to perform a getsecret action which it can use to acquire a secret previously generated by a principal using newsecret. This models the possibility of session keys being compromised. It allows us to have two classes of secrets, those which we assume to be \permanent" like a private key between a server and a trusted principal, and those secrets which are \temporary" such as session keys. We need to allow the intruder to obtain session keys in order to allow for the possibility of replay attacks which would allow the intruder to establish an old compromised key as a session key. However, we also need to restrict the the usage of getsecret or else the intruder would be allowed to compromise a session key immediately after it is generated and before it is ever used. For this reason, we only allow the intruder to perform a getsecret action to compromise a key which has already been established or used in a protocol. Formally, hZ; getsecret:p 0 ; I; Bi ! hZ; p 0 ; I 0 ; Bi where for some val 2 S t ; I 0 = I val and in the global state S t is updated to S 0 t = S t ?fvalg.
Finally, we have four special actions beginit, endinit, begrespond, and endrespond. These are used to mark the beginning and the end of a principal's participation in a protocol. We use them to guarantee that if the principal named A nishes the protocol (performs endinit(B)) then the principal named B has participated in the protocol (performed begrespond(A)). We do this by maintaining counters for each pair of principals participating in a protocol. The getsecret action may only be performed by the intruder, while the rest of the actions may be performed by any principal. The actions a particular honest principal may make are restricted to the sequence of actions p that represent its role in the protocol. The intruder has no such restriction and is allowed to make any action at any time, provided that if it performs a send action with message m, it must be the case that m 2 I Z .
Recall that a trace is an alternating sequence of global states and actions and that we are interested in checking all possible traces. Clearly, there are a nite number of next states for each of the participants. In addition, while the intruder can generate an in nite number of messages, it is only allowed to send a nite number because each send much match with a receive. Since the there are a nite number of possible next states, we only consider a nite number of runs, we can perform a depth rst search of the state space to generate all possible traces. We then check that no reachable state violates the security speci cation. Pseudocode for this algorithm can be found in gure 1. We would now like to introduce the notion of a normalized derivation, but rst we must introduce the notion of shrinking rules and expanding rules by de ning a metric : M ! N. We then de ne a shrinking rule to be a rule such that for every instance of the rule hI; N; Oi we have:
Analogously, an expanding rule is a rule for which every instance hI; N; Oi we have: The message derivation rules from section 5 can now be categorized. With these de nitions, rules 3 and 5 are shrinking rules and rules 2 and 4 are expanding rules.
We now show that in our model, there is a derivation of x from B if and only if there is a normalized derivation of x from B. First we need the following lemma. ! B k such that x 2 B k . Let S = fijR i is a shrinking rule and 9j < i such that R j is an expanding rule g. If S is empty, then ? is a normalized derivation and we are done. Otherwise, we can induct on the size of S. Let r = min S. By repetitively using Lemma 1, we can move R r to the left, until either it is the leftmost rule, or it is immediately to the right of another shrinking rule. Since the original derivation is nite and since each time we apply Lemma 1, rule R r moves one slot to the left, we need apply Lemma 1 only a nite number of times. If R r becomes the leftmost rule, then clearly there are no expanding rules to the left of R r . If R r is now immediately to the right of another shrinking rule R s , then there are still no expanding rules to the left of R r because then there would be an expanding rule to the left of R s in the original derivation and so s 2 S and s < r contradicting the minimality of r. Now we have a new derivation of x, ? 0 , which is still nite.
Since the application of Lemma 1 does not add any new shrinking rules, S 0 , the new S, satis es S 0 = S ?frg. Furthermore jS 0 j = jSj ? 1, so by the inductive hypothesis we can transform ? 0 into a normalized derivation of x.
Corollary 3: Given x 2 M and B M, determining if x 2 B is decidable. Proof: By Theorem 2, x 2 B if and only if x has a normalized derivation from B. We therefore try to nd a normalized derivation or show that none exists. First we repeatedly apply shrinking rules to B = B 0 creating new sets B i . Since there are a nite number of rules, each rule creates a nite number of new words, each smaller (by the metric ) than each of the words used as an input to the rule, and B 0 is nite to begin, there are only a nite number of B i 's and hence we only apply shrinking rules a nite number of times. Let us call this nal set B s . Since B s is the result of repeatedly applying all possible shrinking rules to B, x has a normalized derivation from B if and only if it has a derivation from B s which uses only expanding rules. Furthermore, the length of a minimal derivation of x from B s is bounded by (x) since each expanding rule creates a words that are longer than the words used as inputs to the rule. Since there are a nite number of expanding rules and B s is itself nite, we can simply try all possible sequences of expanding rules of length less than or equal to (x) in a nite number of steps. Therefore, this whole algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.
In the proof of Lemma 1, the majority of cases displayed a kind of independence of rules. Intuitively, independence means that applying one rule does not increase the set of things that can be derived using the other rule. More formally, a shrinking rule s is independent of an expanding rule e if for each pair of instances hI s ; s; O s i and hI e ; e; O e i we have one of the following:
1. O e \ I s = : The output of the expanding rule cannot be used as input to the shrinking rule. This is the case for pairing and decryption and for encryption and projection.
2. O s I e : The information gained by applying the shrinking rule was already present when applying the expanding rule. This could be the case when for encryption and decryption using the same key.
Note that this property applied to almost all cases of Lemma 1 and that the only real work in proving Lemma 1 came from the case of the pairing rule and projection rule because these are not independent. The other pairs of rules were independent because of the \perfect encryption assumption." In general, this exchanging property (Lemma 1) need only be shown for pairs of rules that are not independent.
Information Algorithms
While Corollary 3 proves the decidability of determining if x 2 B, it is an extremely ine cient algorithm.
In particular, enumerating all sequences of expanding rules of length (x) will yield exponential complexity.
In practice however, we can search for a derivation of x from B s by using the structure of x. Speci ? 0 . Now either the shrinking rules appearing in ? 0 are redundant (i.e. they don't add any new words and so can be removed from the derivation) or we contradict the fact that B s was created by applying all possible shrinking rules to B. In either case the remainder of the derivation (and there must be some remainder since we assume that m 1 m 2 6 2 B s ) must consist of expanding rules. In particular the last rule used in the derivation must be an expanding rule and the only way that could be the case is if it is rule 2 which would require as its premise m 1 Putting all these together yields the basis for our search algorithm. As our set of known messages increases, we repeatedly apply shrinking rules and removing \redundant messages" until we get a set of \basic" messages, B s , to which we cannot apply any shrinking rules. By redundant messages, we mean messages that can be generated from the other messages in the set using expanding rules. For example, when we apply rule 3 to get m 1 and m 2 from m 1 m 2 , we also remove m 1 m 2 from B s . However, when applying rule 5 we must be careful; when we generate m from fmg k and k ?1 we cannot remove fmg k from B s unless k 2 B s . Pseudocode for this algorithm is given in gure 2. We know that any words in B s can be derived using only expanding rules. When we search to see if a word w is known, we can use theorems 4 and 5 to break it down into smaller pieces which can then be Here A is the initiator and B is the responder. A selects a nonce N a and sends it along with its name encrypted with B's public key to B. B uses its private key to decrypt this message and obtain N a . Now B generates its own nonce N b and sends it along with N a encrypted with A's public key to A. A uses its private key to decrypt this message and returns N b to B encrypted with B's public key. B then uses its private key to verify that it has just received the nonce sent earlier.
In order to use our model checker, we rst isolate which actions are performed by A and which actions are performed by B. We then write a short sequence of actions which make up each participant's role in the protocol. The process description for principal A can be found in gure 4. The description for principal B is similar. All that remains is to specify the initial state of each principal's local store. Each principal, including the intruder, knows the names of all three principals. Each principal also knows the public key of each of the three principals. Finally, each principal knows it's own private key. Figure 5 lists the initial contents of the intruder's local store which consists of the names of the three principals, all three public keys and it's own private key. The result of the veri cation attempt can be found in gure 6. In just a few seconds, the model checker nds a violation of the security speci cation and generates a counter-example. Figure 7 provides an easier to read description of the attack. The sequence of messages for two runs of the protocol ( and ) are provided.
The notation I(A) is meant to convey either I impersonating A if on the left of the arrow, or I intercepting a message meant for A if on the right of the arrow.
If we examine the counter-example we can see what has happened. A initiates a protocol run with the intruder. The intruder initiates a protocol run with B impersonating A and using the same nonce that A used with the intruder. When B responds, the intruder forwards this message to A. This message has the format that A is expecting, namely its own nonce and a new nonce encrypted with A's public key. A then replies back to the intruder with B's nonce encrypted with the intruder's public key. The intruder can use its private key to decrypt this and it can now return B's nonce encrypted with B's public key. When B receives this message, the protocol run is complete and B believes it has nished a protocol run with A while A does not have the corresponding belief that it has initiated a protocol run with B.
The above analysis is most easily seen in gure 7 by observing the following relationship between the run and the run:
The role of A in is played by I in . The role of I in is played by B in .
Each message in can be obtained from the corresponding message in by replacing every occurance of I with B. Therefore, the run is identical to the run except that B plays the role of the responder and I impersonating A has played the role of the initiator. When we try to verify this protocol, like Lowe, we nd no attack in a single run of the protocol. Because no attack was found, the entire exhaustive search of the state space is performed and so the veri cation process takes a bit longer, but it still completed in under a minute.
Conclusion
Our model checker provides a number of advantages over other formalisms. The way we model a protocol is very intuitive. We simply list the sequence of actions that each participant takes in the protocol. Unlike systems based on logics, we need not interpret the beliefs that each message is meant to convey, and we can generate counterexamples when an error is found. Unlike term rewriting approaches, we need not construct a set of rewrite rules to model how an intruder can manipulate participants to generate new messages. We simply model the protocol as a set of programs, one for each participant in the protocol. Because we separate the algorithms that maintain the intruder's knowledge from the state exploration algorithms, we also never need to encode the intruder for our models.
The prototype model checker described here has successfully discovered previously published errors in protocols. When run on correct protocols, the model checker takes a bit longer because it ends up exploring the entire reachable state space, but for the examples investigated so far, the system still terminates in about a minute. We are con dent that this kind of exhaustive simulation is a feasible and useful technique for verifying security protocols. However, there are still many extensions that can be investigated and implemented as well as additional experiments to be carried out.
Despite that fact that there is a simple and straightforward translation from protocol descriptions in the literature into our modelling language, this process is tedious and prone to error. We are currently developing a better interface that would allow protocols to be speci ed exactly the same way they are speci ed in the literature. We are also working on de ning a logic in which to specify the properties we are interested in checking. We are investigating how to add other message operations such as XOR and encryption with non-atomic keys. While these extensions should be possible, it is not clear how these additions will a ect the e ciency of our decision procedure for message derivations.
E ciency is also an important concern. Currently, the model checker runs in an acceptable amount of time. As we begin to increase the number of concurrent protocol runs, and as we increase the complexity of the model checker itself, we can expect the execution time to increase dramatically. Techniques that increase the e ciency of the model checker are necessary to combat this increase in complexity. In particular, it has become clear that a number of operations can be thought of as independent of each other, in the sense that they can be swapped in the execution trace without a ecting the rest of the trace. This leads us to believe that partial order techniques 20] can be applied. The increase in e ciency, ease of use, and expressibility will prove useful in analyzing more complex protocols, including electronic commerce protocols.
